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Chapter 1 : A Kilchoan Diary: Antarctic Boat's Next Journey
The edition of the annual diary for the University of Cambridge, featuring term dates, University events and committee
meetings, contact information, sunrise and sunset times for Cambridge, an up-to-date London underground map, and
much else.

The case circulated around the courts of north Wales for the best part of two years, during which time I lost
my job and my home. The charges were withdrawn on the first day of the trial, although hordes of NHS staff,
as well as a police officer, had loyally turned up at court to perjure themselves. Huw Daniel was the Presiding
judge and was very angry indeed when he discovered the the prosecution had withdrawn the charges and
instead were doing me for the lowest level of Public Order Offence, ie. Daniel imposed the heaviest sentence
that he was legally able to â€” more than hours of community service and a fine â€” and issued a restraining
order against me preventing me from going to NHS premises, such was the danger that I presented to NHS
staff. I later found out that the restraining order was legally invalid and that Daniel knew this. Years later I
discovered that within days of the case, someone had unlawfully accessed the PNC and recorded a conviction
for another more serious offence against my name. I have never been charged with such an offence. Huw
Daniel was for a number of years the judge with responsibility for Mental Health Tribunals in Wales. His
father was J. Daniel, one of the early leading lights in and the President of Plaid Cymru. A lot of people in
north Wales â€” and not just offenders either â€” do not like Huw Daniel. The No Nonsense Judge, to several
rounds of applause from the public gallery, had sentenced Keith Laverack, a former senior manager of
Cambridgeshire Social Services, to 18 years in prison for a string of sexual assaults on children in care over a
period of 20 years. Huw had a great time at the trial. Along the way, they would make a few court appearances
in front of Huw Daniel et al, who would bellow and rant in court, maintaining that these were dreadful people
in the dock and all that anyone had ever tried to do was help them. Huw knew the ropes then. I now have
stacks of documents in my possession compiled and signed by Davies and his associates which detailed their
plans to frame me. Huw Daniel spent his entire working life on the corrupt Chester and Wales Circuit,
working alongside many others who concealed the paedophile ring which had operated for decades in the
region. Loverack, who was 52 yrs old at the time, denied 20 charges, but was found guilty of 15 of them, 11 of
buggery and 4 of indecent assault. The Waterhouse Inquiry famously excluded the abuse of children in care in
north Wales at locations outside of north Wales or by people from outside of north Wales. So if, for example,
witnesses talked about being taken to houses in Chester where they were abused by groups of men â€” which
at least one witness did â€” Ronnie did not consider this in his conclusions. Staff from those institutions also
worked in locations in north Wales. Between a major joint investigation was conducted by Merseyside and
Cheshire police forces. Social workers from Cheshire and Liverpool were brought in to investigate their own
colleagues. The investigation resulted in a small number of social workers and teachers going to prison. After
the Waterhouse Inquiry, there were many allegations that bottom feeding care workers and teachers had been
scapegoated for the crimes of much more senior people, including public figures, who were never even named
yet alone charged. Such allegations follow nearly every high profile paedophile trial; either that completely
innocent people have been jailed or sex offenders at the bottom of the pyramid have taken the rap for the
crimes of others. As Dafydd et al in north Wales know, the really brilliant thing about securing convictions
against anyone for sex offences or against mental health patients for Attacks On NHS Staff, is that the public
are so horrified that should the person convicted ever complain of anything again, or had they ever complained
of anything previously, no-one will believe a word that they say. A Lying Criminal Old Bastard: Risley
Remand Centre was in Warrington, Cheshire. Even Ronnie Waterhouse admitted that Lucille knew about the
abuse of children in the care of Gwynedd Social Services but failed to respond. Keith Laverack is a man who
will have known many of the people who were involved in the abuse ring in the north west of England
throughout the s and 80s. He will have known about their links with rings in other parts of the UK. Keith later
relocated to Cambridgeshire, where he eventually attained a senior position, so he will have known many of
the people in that area who were involved with sexual abuse, as well as their links and associates. The
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Cambridgeshire shenanigans touched the lives of more than a few celebrity paedophiles because of the
presence of Cambridge University in that region. King, a Cambridge graduate, was jailed for historical sex
offences against boys in King maintained that he knew many more people who had done exactly what he had
and considerably worse to both boys and girls whom the police have never been near. Jonathan King is a
tosser but I believe him with regard to that. Jonathan King also maintains that the judge who presided over his
trial was known to him from his Cambridge days and was another person who had gay sex with teenaged
boys. Huw Daniel went to Jesus College, Oxford. Jonathan King was a student at Trinity College, Cambridge.
Carlo studied at Trinity College, and Rab was his mentor and counsellor. Trumpers was based in
Cambridgeshire for much of her adult life, including during the s. Trumpers served as a magistrate but was
obliged to resign for reasons which she was never very clear about but were something to do with her
relationship with the Cambridge Rapist. Tuppence denied paying her for sex but it was later revealed that
Tuppence had committed perjury during the libel trial, as had the Fragrant One. Tuppence however was the
only one charged. He was jailed for perjury and conspiring to pervert the course of justice in The prostitute
who was due to give evidence against Tuppence died as a result of a car crash very shortly before the trial. The
article which so upset Tuppence was published in the autumn of when Tuppence was Deputy Chairman of the
Tory Party. I was unlawfully detained by the gang in north Wales for the first time in the autumn of , just
weeks before the article about Tuppence appeared. My housemate Anne Vernon who knew what was
happening to me at the hands of the Top Doctors was killed in a car crash in the spring of When I finally
received copies of my medical records just a few years ago, I found copies of all the letters of complaint that I
had written to Gwynedd Health Authority and other bodies. A lot of people got very worried in , because the
net looked as if it was dangerously near to closing in on some molesters in high places. The police who had
worked long and hard to jail Ollie were furious, but they were dealing with a system which was rotten through
and through. However Ollie was a leading figure in an international criminal gang, who was ruthlessly using
his professional contacts to keep the whole lot of them out of trouble. Children were targeted, assaulted and
trafficked into prostitution, including the sort of kids who were the last kids on the planet to be interested in
sex or nightlife etc. Witnesses were killed and whistleblowers within the professional circles had their careers
and lives ruined. The GMC and other professional bodies of those involved knew exactly how serious the
crime was. They allowed it to continue and afforded the criminals complete protection.
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Diary $ 4 Used from $ 5 New from $ For over a century the Cambridge Pocket Diary has provided an essential working
tool for the academic year, for use by members of the University.

When I refused I was told that filming could go ahead when I changed my mind. Why was Nerys dying??
Years later she married Merfyn and when he was appointed VC it was just too much for those we know and
love to cope with. Ah the doctors they were wonderful! I have 30 years worth of documentation which
demonstrates that. Just before Nerys died, Fungus was telling Bangor University staff that they could forget
about Merfyn now, he was finished and Fungus was in control. It was widely known in the University that
these things were happening, it was openly discussed. I was told that the RAE results were going to be terrible
because so many people had co-ordinated to ensure a poor outcome to embarrass Merfyn, because his strategy
was to build Bangor into a university with a solid research base. When Merfyn addressed the staff of the
School of Education in his capacity as VC, I watched as, at pm, the alarms of the watches of nearly everyone
in the room went off simultaneously and they all walked out together, leaving Merfyn, my PhD supervisor and
one Professor alone in the room with the post-lecture buffet. Many of those who staged the walk-out had
previously worked as teachers in Gwynedd when that paedophile gang caused havoc, particularly among SEN
kids. My PhD supervisor turned up to find out what was going on only to find himself barred from entry. The
procedure was that the bids had to then be signed off by the Chief Accountant. By which time the deadline for
submitting the bid would have passed. So the Chief Accountant Said Ni as well. Because Bangor University is
bilingual, all public lectures have to be accompanied with Welsh-English translation facilities and I and my
colleagues used to do that for our seminars as well. The Translators Said Ni to Merfyn as well and they did it
in spectacular style. At one major public lecture given by the VC which had been very heavily advertised and
was fairly crucial, all the translating equipment was checked at the start of the lecture, as usual. Merfyn began
giving the lecture â€” in Welsh â€” so all the English speakers put their headphones on. My headphones failed
first. I signalled to the translator; I was ignored. Merfyn had no idea what was happening but he noticed the
expressions on the faces of those in the lecture and knew that something was going on. Everyone was far too
polite to tell him what the Translators Who Said Ni had done, so after the lecture I told him: They recorded
themselves pissing in the loos and made sure that the whole audience heard. A mole has told me that the
Translators Who Said Ni staged these happenings particularly when I was at the events. We cracked open the
champagne, literally, foolishly believing that the services of the bunch of crooks and conmen â€” all associates
of Dafydd â€” who had caused such destruction in the NHS in north Wales would now be dispensed with.
Elfed was the only one who was not recycled into the new Betsi; he was given a seat on the Board of the
Welsh Ambulance Trust instead. Martin had a job created for him, as the Director of the Workforce. There
were ructions, people in north Wales were outraged at these crooks who had overseen such suffering and
chaos just being transferred over to the new organisation. NHS union reps turned up to Board meetings and
discussed threatening tactics outside in the corridor before the meetings got underway. Lies were spread about
Mary in the locality and there was race hatred whipped up, Mary being American. I sat in meetings and heard
racist insults and abuse directed at Mary. What followed was a wonder to behold. Butty Wars succeeded in
making north Wales look dreadful, just a bunch of racist, anti-English neanderthals. Furthermore, because he
still insisted upon defending the rights of black people in South Africa when he was in the UK, someone tried
to fit him up for a bank robbery and even after he was cleared, the old git of a Presiding judge insulted him. Is
that to your liking? I remember the dear old NF slogan well:
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Golly jigsaws by Victory Puzzles. Fake Carlton Ware Worthless fakes. The Carltonware logo on the reverse is
also fake. She has always had a fascination with golly, from her first golly doll as a child through to the s, and
she collects Robertsons brooches to the present day. Her interest in golly was renewed in the s with the birth
of her son, Andrew and for the past 30 years she has been an enthusiastic researcher into the history of golly
with a special interest in Robertsons. She has an extensive collection of golly memorabilia and loves to share
her knowledge. For this reason she has created her own website, GollyWorld. Eve would be pleased to hear
from fellow collectors who would enjoy sharing their knowledge and she can be contacted via her website at:
In later life I created a website on the internet, dedicated to golly and named it GollyWorld so I could share
my collection and make lots of golly friends with a similar passion. The golly character is a happy image and I
have to thank James Robertson for bringing him into my home. Although golly retired from Robertsons last
year, he is still going strong with collectors, around the world, golly clubs have been set up, badges made and
beautiful dolls created by talented artists. I hope this book will bring as much pleasure to readers as it has been
for me to have been part of the team that created it. In other words, there are temptations to fake and dceive in
the golly world, particularly among the badge collecting fraternity. Whilst this means cheaper prices,
generally, there is a lot of misrepresentation of golly listings and plenty of fraud. For this reason, we argue that
the prices given in this book are still relevant. Replacing quality items can be very difficult and so we use a
multiple of on eBay prices of 2. In the following listing, golly items have sold at the prices given rounded up.
Multiply by 2 to get a realistic value for insurance or replacement. Use the search engine to find items listed
here, or the magnifying glass icon. If you type a short, unique character string you will find all the items with
that string in it. Note that the better the listing, generally, the better the price. If you show in your listing that
you have researched your item and you have used this book, for instance, you will generally be able to get a
better price for your item. There is nothing wrong with this but it shows that using the informaton in this book
can really help you identify your item. With badges, always look for something unusual, a colour, or a miscut
or a variation on the original. Because there are many hundreds of some badges, their value is relatively low,
but the factors surrounding the badge have become more important. The baxes, the cards, the literature, the
variation and the provenance as as important as rarity and variation. Please list your items carefully and
properly, with good, clear photographs, and you will get the best out of your listings. Ambulanceman, Doctor
And Standard. Postman, Cowboy And Lollipopman.
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Harvard University Press, On adult memories of childhood; Proust, Rilke, Benjamin. State University of New
York Press, , pp. University of Nebraska Press, , pp. Literary analysis of major writers of the period.
Cambridge University Press, , pp. First history of the diary novel, concentrating on French, German, and
English works; some Russian and Scandinavian; genre theory; interpretations of major works by writers such
as Defoe, Gide, Rilke, Frisch, Butor, and Doris Lessing. The Woman Warrior, ed. Grey House Publishing, ,
pp. Sabine Wilke New York: Ege University Publishing House, Arenas of Creative Contest, ed. Janet
Lungstrum and Elizabeth Sauer Albany: Lang, , pp. Peter Lang, , pp. Fink, , University of Massachusetts
Press, and Helen H. Frink, Women After Communism: Surowska, Auf Rilkes Wegen. Warshauer Studien zur
Kultur-und Literaturwissenschaft, ed. Leeder, Karen and Robert Vilain, eds. The Cambridge Companion to
Rilke. Silke von der Emde. Rifts in Time and in the Self: Amsterdamer Publikationen zur Sprache und
Literatur, vol. Cola Minis and Arend Quak, eds. Camden House, , in German Quarterly, 77 , Vienna at the
Turning Point, trans.
Chapter 5 : Merseyside Police â€“ Behind The Facade â€“ Service Shenanigans
Severance pay is in our corpus but we don't have a definition yet. These example sentences show you how severance
pay is used. These examples are from the Cambridge English Corpus and from sources on the web. Any opinions in the
examples do not represent the opinion of the Cambridge Dictionary.

Chapter 6 : The Round | The Round
This week we go back to to look at the A5 format catalogue for Thank you again to JenÃ© for supplying the scans of this
catalogue. The content of this post is the intellectual property of Filofax Group Ltd. The scans are reproduced here with
the full permission of Filofax Group Ltd.

Chapter 7 : Boston Bruins Hockey Pocket Vintage Sports Schedules for sale | eBay
The season was the th season of competitive football in England.

Chapter 8 : â€“94 in English football - Wikipedia
Back in /94 Trevor Potts, who runs the Ardnamurchan Campsite, sailed from Elephant Island in the Antarctic to follow
Ernest Shackelton's epic mile voyage to South Georgia. Trevor raised the money for the boat he and his three
companions used, which he called the Sir Ernest Shackleton.

Chapter 9 : Week to View Portrait Black Slim Diary KF1BK18
This week to view diary is ideal for meetings, appointments, deadlines and other plans, with a reference calendar on
each week for help planning ahead. The diary also includes current and forward year planners for quick and easy
reference.
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